OPTIMUS SECRET SHOWS BRINGS NELLY
FURTADO TO PORTUGAL
• The Portuguese-Canadian singer will lift the veil on her new record, this 26th of November
• New concept of FREE, EXCLUSIVE AND SECRET performances offered by MySpace and
Optimus is shaking the music scene
• The only thing yet to be revealed is the location and time of the second Optimus Secret Show.

Lisbon, 12th of November 2009 – Nelly Furtado is the star of the second edition of Optimus Secret
Shows, already scheduled for the 26th of November. Portuguese fans of the Luso-Canadian star, who
has not performed in our country since 2007, have long awaited this return.
Keeping the secret spirit of this original concept, the location and time of this acoustic, exclusive and
completely free Nelly Furtado show case are yet to be revealed.
The singer of various hits such as “Meneater“, “All Good Things“, “Say it Right“ or our “Força”, which
drove the Portuguese wild in 2004, during the European Football Championship, returns to our country
for a one-off performance, where she will perform some tracks from her most recent album “Mi Plan”,
composed entirely in Castilian, including the hit single “Manos Al Aire“. “Mi Plan“ has already sold
close to 1 million copies around the World and includes special performances from Buika, La Mala
Rodriguez, Julieta Venegas and Juan Luis Guerra.
After the premiere (with the Swedish Mando Diao) which widely surpassed expectations, with a queue
several hundred meters long and an initial capacity which was clearly exceeded, the Optimus Secret
Shows now returns with a much greater commitment. A real race for the seats available is expected.
We remind you that, in order to try and get a place at one of the Optimus Secret Shows, completely
free of charge, all you need to do is be a registered user of MySpace, add the Optimus Secret Shows
profile and the Optimus Lounge profile, print the ticket and ... run to the queue for the next concert to
be one of the first and, so, guarantee a place before the capacity of the venue is filled.

As of now, Nelly Furtado fans have to pay attention to the Optimus Secret Shows page on MySpace
because further information will be revealed soon!

About MySpace
Created in January 2004, MySpace is the largest and most popular social entertainment network in the
world. A Portal of reference for the latest music, cinema, fashion and general artistic trends, it allows
you to communicate with friends while discovering and sharing pop culture, with a positive impact on
the world. MySpace has created one of the largest social networks by integrating various interactive
tools (profiles, streaming of music, videos, photos, events, groups, e-mail, Messenger, blogs, etc.), all
based on the most complete source of music content in the world - more than 10 million bands, 50
thousand of which are Portuguese. The MySpace community incorporates 306 million users, 427
thousand of which are Portuguese, and has a 40% penetration in youths aged from 16 to 34, and
where 53% identified that their main source of entertainment was in fact music (Source: Public Opinion
Strategies Survey, April 2007).

Globally, MySpace is a unit belonging to Fox Interactive Media Inc, with more than 30 community sites
in the United States of America, Brazil, Canada, Latin America, Mexico, Austria, Germany, Denmark,
Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United
Kingdom, Poland, Russia, Australia, India, Japan, Korea and New Zealand. Fox Interactive Media is a
division of News Corp (NYSE:NWS - News, NWS.A - News; ASX:NWS - News, NWSLV - News). In
Portugal, MySpace is represented by Media Capital Multimedia. www.myspace.com/myportugal

About Optimus in music
Currently Optimus has the most structured and consistent strategy connected to music in Portugal.
Since 1998, when the brand was launched, music was, from the start, the operator's biggest
investment. Today, 11 years on, the support given to music can be seen in various projects where
ambition, innovation and passion for music are common denominators in a very strong strategy which
supports the musical universe.
In 2009 Optimus reinforced its presence in music even more by getting involved in various projects,
based on different types of support, with creative approaches where music is always the centre point.
Clubbing Optimus, at Casa da Música in Porto, welcomes the most promising electronic developments
or some of the most experimental proposals in a bold fusion between space and sound, architecture
and music. The sponsoring of Optimus Alive!09, considered by many specialists as the best festival in
the country and one of the best in the world. The intimate concerts in the Optimus Store at Casa da

Música, thinking most of all about the most devoted fans of each guest artist. The editor Optimus
Discos which emerged on the market as a truly ground-breaking and innovative project which took on
the pioneering decision of supporting Portuguese music. The extensive sponsorship of the 30 years of
Xutos & Pontapés and, lastly, the site www.musica.optimus.pt which also works as an important
platform in supporting music, with the possibility of watching various concerts live and listening to
music from various artists and bands, with the possibility of consulting music critics on new album
launches, and also other daily news and interviews.
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